Northwest Territory is a company dedicated to designing and manufacturing a great quality range of rugged, leisure wear, safety and waterproof footwear.

“We have been very impressed with MJM, they have always been more than helpful and the software performs everything that we asked.”

Dawn Gore

The requirements for Northampton Footwear were:

• To keep an up-to-date count of stock to ensure availability of products for their next day delivery service.
• To reduce manual barcode input in the cash and carry area.
• To reduce errors and duplications when creating order receipts.

The Bridge for Opera was installed with Motorola-Symbol HHD devices.

• Notably fewer errors and duplications of work were seen when creating order receipts and dispatches.
• Stock accuracy was greatly improved due to the implementation of new procedures around the bar coding system.
• Motorola-Symbol hand-held devices were installed which complimented the Bridge system.